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EDITORIAL
THERE IS A REASON IT’S DEVELOPERS ONLY
Vidit Bhargava
Yesterday I was reading a blog post on the
internet, it was talking about how early
Mountain Lion users were facing issues and
how the same would not have been in Steve
Jobs’ era. Hardly anything different from What
Apple critics would say, but it left me to ponder on something. Why do people download
Developer Previews when they aren’t developers?

coverage a developer preview gets.
Just minutes after the arrival of a new operating system’s Developer preview, the world
of tech news is filled with In-Depth Previews
of the developer preview. That is bound to
make users excited to download the preview
and try it themselves.

Using a developer preview can be disastrous for the end-user. Me being a developer
myself downloaded a developer preview
Of course there is a reason why developer
of Windows 8 a few months back to help
only previews are released, they are meant
myself with web-app Development, while
for developers who want to make their apps the preview helped me test my HTML5
compatible to new standards, evaluate or
apps on the New operating system, it also
suggest changes which will eventually help posed problems beyond my reach! For extheir firms make their product better and pro- ample the frequent blue-screen of death
vide ‘users’ the best experience.
while shutting down was a major issue and
I was hardly able to debug it from my end.
Quite certainly developer previews have
Eventually I had to give up the idea of using
some glitches, errors and aren’t fit for cona developer preview and use my good old
sumers at all. There isn’t any problem with
Windows 7 instead. The same happened
that. Obviously That’s why they are developer while using early builds of the iOS5, though
only, so that developers can help software
the problems were more controlled then
companies iron out any kinks in the software, and there weren’t many crashes and it was
to make them bug free and more secure be- a more productive outing, which helped my
fore the final product comes out.
app Development team to be on track with
the latest operating system and the latest
The problem arises when every kid with a
frameworks, but A few really irritating softtech blog and access to torrents downloads ware issues were imminent even in the later
these previews and berets the software for
stages of the Beta Program.
having glitches, which puts forward a negative image of the software. Why peep into the Summing it up I’d like to say, Developer
kitchen while the food is being made?
previews are not for download unless you
are actually a developer and not some techPart of this Problem is the extensive media
blogging teen geek.
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COVER STORY

ALL ABOUT THE ‘NEW iPAD’

Vidit Bhargava
Apple finally unveiled
the third generation
iPad on March 7th 2012.
Just about an year after it had
announced the iPad 2. I'd like to
start with the iPad 2 today. To make it clear
iPad2 was a major design upgrade. The new
Aluminum back was just about how much
Apple could change the iPad's look in one
update. And hence, contrary to what others
might say, iPad 2 was the design overhaul
update and not a stability update. So let's
paste Apple's upgrade trends for iOS devices now. The first update usually brings a
design overhaul while the second update
becomes a stability update for the first one
without any significant change in design.
Therefore, The Third Generation iPad had to
be a similar looking, more stable version of
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the iPad 2.
It's just that. And
goes a little further.
Let me walk through the 'new'
iPad's key-features one by one
now:
Retina Display: The iPhone 4 was the first
device to get a retina display and so everyone
had hoped that it will come to the iPad 2 also.
Turns out a Retina Display on the iPad 2 was
not only expensive it also had technical difficulties to overcome, and so it came an year
later to the iPad screen.
You've got to experience a retina display in
person to know how it feels, it's not the same
thing as using one on an iPhone, it's even
better and brighter. Infact the 2048x1536
pixels resolution is even better than what

an HD resolution would like on a tablet. The
iPad with its Retina Display and IPS LCD has
the best screen any mobile device (phone or
Tablet) has ever had. And takes the 3rd Generation iPad miles ahead of competition in
terms of graphics and display quality. Instantly all other tablets in the world, now look dull
and of ancient ages. To top it all the new iPad
maintains the same battery life of 10 hours
which makes it all though more difficult for
competitors to catch up with the father of all
tablets.
5MP Camera: The back-camera which is now called an iSight Camera has got a major
tech-bump in terms of image quality, the new iSight Camera, believe it or not, takes better pictures than the iPhone 4 camera. Even though both of them are 5MP. Yes, the key to
great photography is not in the megapixels but the technology involved in the camera, and
Apple's idea of adding another lens and widening the camera aperture is a good one. And
adds real color to the images.

There are obviously high-expectations from the camera, given that the same technology
did wonders for the iPhone 4S. The initial shots look great, but I won't comment on the
quality before I actually lay hands on one.
A5X: it's not A6 or last year's A5. It's the A5X processor. The A5X processor has a dual-core and quad-core graphics. Quad-Core Graphics engine now help the iPad to get better games with console-like
graphics, Apple had demoed A NAMCO developed Action Game and
the Infinity Blade Dungeons by Epic Games. Both of them had looked
spectacular and the iPad like an equal amongst its console rivals.
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So, while A5X might not bring a steep performance update in CPU, but graphics have definitely become top-notch. Hence the name
A5X and not A6.

While we can compare Android Tablets by
the processor speed, RAM or any other technical specification, we cannot do the same
when comparing an Android Tablet to the
iPad. So, when we compare an Android TabBut a word about the technical specifications let to the iPad we will also have to compare
over here, Apple controls it's own hardware
the user experience of using the same apps
and software and hence your new iPad is
on both the devices, moreover an overall
not likely to be a slow experience in any way. experience is to be compared rather than a
You are definitely going to get a blazing fast fragment of it.
experience and by upgrading the hardware
apple allows the developers to build better
apps which provide a great experience to the
customer.
4G LTE: While Indian users might not get the 4G speeds on the third Generation iPad when
it launches, users in the US have a lot to be happy about, The new iPad is a 4G LTE device
which comes with AT&T, Bell, Rogers and Verizon as supported 4G suppliers. Moreover 4G
LTE means that the new iPad will allow for faster web-browsing and web-experience. So this
is 4G, of know use in the Indian Market but of immense power in areas it is present.
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Voice Dictation: Unlike the iPhone the iPad doesn't
come with Siri built in. The new iPad however has
Voice Dictation. Voice dictation is a part of Siri,
which takes voice input and converts it to text.
We can expect Siri once it's out of the beta stage,
though.

Pricing and Availability:

The Voice Dictation, like Siri works only when your
iPad is connected to the internet.

* The 3rd Generation iPad will release In 26 European countries on 23rd March 2012. Only Some
of them have been listed above.
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Summing Up:
In a time where the only significant tablet in the market is the iPad, And others are only
catching up, even a minor update to the tablet would mean even more to catch up for the
competition. The new iPad builds on the image of the previous two versions. And with
more and more tablet buyers emerging everyday, the new iPad will gain on that front too.
A major selling point of the iPad will be the Retina Display, with the Retina Display the new
iPad opens up an array of improvements that graphic based content could get. And along
with the new quad-core graphics, everything on the new iPad will look brighter and wonderful, specially movies and nextgen games.
Should you Upgrade? Those who had bought the first generation iPad can upgrade now.
The iPad has come a long way after its 2010 release, and with the new iPad being more of
a stability upgrade, upgrading from the first generation iPad will definitely turn out to be a
great idea.
For Those who had bought the iPad 2, an upgrade is not recommended. The iPad 2 is nearly
as good as the new iPad but sans Retina Display.
For those wanting to buy a new iPad, it is a golden period to buy one.
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COVER STORY

CONTENT CREATION ON AN iPAD
Vidit Bhargava
It is often said that the iPad is a content consumption device and not a content creator.
However, this is just one of the many myths
surrounding an iPad. The following is a list of
some of the best content creation iPad apps
available on the App Store.

PHOTOGRAPHY AND
DIGITAL IMAGING

At $9.99 Adobe Photoshop Touch, puts the
power of Photoshop into your iPad. Its the
complete digital imaging solution for your
iPad.

Sketchbook Pro is an artist’s paradise. The
app gives a blank canvas and a set of brushes to use one it. You can create and modify
almost anything. Even our eZine used the
app to create one of the cover-pages!
Sketchbook Pro is available for $4.99

Photoshop Touch
by Adobe Systems

Sketchbook Pro
by Autodesk

Size: 50.2 MB
Works with: iPad 2
and later.

Size: 15.5 MB
Price: $4.99
Express: Free

Price: $9.99
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iPhoto is an Image Effects and Editing powehouse. With proffessional quality effects,
image editing tools like saturation, exposure
and light settings and image finishing tools
too. iPhoto is a great a buy.
iPhoto also packs in a Photo Journals tool.
Photo journals allow you to share your images in a new way.
Another one from Autodesk, Pixlr-o-matic
is a rage. The app is one of the best tools to
modify or recreate your images. With one of
the best set of image effects, pixlr-o-matic is
easily the coolest image editing application
on an iPad.
Pixlr-o-matic comes with quite a few effects
built-in, but you can download a ‘plus’ pack
for $2.99 to get more such effects.
iPhoto
by Apple Inc.

Pixlr-O-Matic
by Autodesk

Size: 106 MB
Works with: iPad 2 or
Later

Size: 13 MB

Price: $4.99
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Price: Free
Extra Effects: $2.99

OFFICE SUITES. WRITTING CONTENT.
iWORK

iWork is one of the most advanced officesuites available in the computer-verse. Coming to the iPad. iWork is a much more touchfriendly experience. With the same tools
available on the Mac. The iWork package
on the App Store is available not as a single
app but a collection of 3 apps $9.99 each.
All iWork Apps store your documents on the
iCloud.
Keynote: Keynote is the presentations’ app.
You can create good looking presentations
and export them in any format you like (including PDF, and PPT). Keynote applications
can be run on all macs, and exported to PPT
formats for use on PCs.

Pages: is the word processing tool in iWork.
Pages lets you create word documents from
the scratch or using themes. The app has a
good list of themes, ranging from a formal
letter to a recipie page. Documents created
in Pages can be shared in PDF, .pages, and
.doc formats.
Pages also allows you to modify images
with borders shadows and masking. Creating tables in pages is also possible.

Keynote
by Apple Inc.

Pages
by Apple Inc.

Size: 327 MB

Size: 269 MB

Price: $9.99

Price: $9.99
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QUICK-OFFICE

Numbers: Numbers is the spreadsheet tool
in iWork. Apart from a Simple Table Layout
which is quite synonymous with Spreadsheets, Numbers also has a good range of
themes, including Inovices, Travel Planners,
Budget, Auto Logs and more.

QuickOffice Pro HD for iPad, is another office
Suite which comes with Word, Powerpoint,
and Spreadsheets built-in. Quick-office is
similar to the iWork application in many ways
but has a lot more sharing options, includLike Pages and Keynote, Numbers also syncs ing sugar-sync, dropbox and Google Docs. Its
with documents on the cloud and numbers’ a neet deal at $19.99 but What lacks here is,
spredsheets can be shared in PDF, XLS, and designing options.
.numbers format.
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Numbers
by Apple Inc.

Quickoffice Pro HD
by Quickoffice, Inc.

Size: 283 MB

Size: 24.1 MB

Price: $9.99

Price: $19.99

APP STORE

APP OVERSIZE
Vidit Bhargava
The new iPad launched this week was updated with a Retina Display, the resolution
of the iPad was doubled from 1024x768 to
2048x1536. With the updated resolution the
app sizes have also increased. Many Apps
have more than doubled in size and graphic
intense apps are taking a heavy toll on the
iPad space. This is not only posing a great
problem to 16GB iPad users but also to iPod
Touch users who are now facing a space
crunch since universal apps have increased in
size. The problem isn’t very
big right now, since most of
the apps haven’t updated
yet but in the near future
Apple will have to rethink
their universal and retina
app system.

{

loaded, so if a universal app is being downloaded on an iPhone it should download
the data only needed for the iPhone app to
run and not the iPad. However a complete
copy of the universal app should be stored
in iCloud, and get downloaded to the computer when connected to one. This way iOS
apps won’t suffer from Fragmentation. Nor
will they end using valuable space.
Apps for the iPad: iPad only apps face a
similar issue but on a smaller scale. The iPad

GRAPHIC
HEAVY APP
SIZES HAVE
INCREASED
STEAPLY.

Universal Apps: Currently universal apps
contain the data for both iPhone and iPad
versions. Hence, They are bound to be larger
than the apps that run on only one device.
The problem is that the iPhone users have to
download a lot of trash data (the data used
only on iPads) and hence are loosing on valuable disk space, this problem does not arise
any storage threat currently since the iPad
apps don’t have a very large size. However
apps will soon upgrade themselves to the
Retina Display standards. And iPhone users
will end up downloading more than necessary trash.
Solution: Apps should intelligently recognize
the device on which they are being down-

}

apps may increase a little
in size with the arrival of
retina display. This puts a
little trouble for 16GB users.
Since app sizes have increased considerably, 16GB
iPad users will end up hav-

ing to delete some of the apps.
Solution: The Next Generation iPad should
increase disk space and make 32GB as the
lowest available disk space. (Currently that
position is held by 16GB iPads). So the new
product range could have 32GB, 64GB and
128GB iPads, given the quadrupling app
size.
Summary: The new iPad has put Apple into
an uncanny problem and has put the App
Store at a fork from where it can become
fragmented and extremely messy or it can
become smarter and more advanced putting itself ahead of competition. Apple has
to think of a app store update now, and
they need to do it fast.
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WORLD WIDE WEB

FLYTE OR CRASH?

Vidit Bhargava
Flipkart launched its digital store Flyte sometime back, Flytelaunc brings online music
downloads o flipkart. Flyte offers solo songs
starting Rs.6 with Albums are priced likewise.
However, buying an album is a little cheaper
than buying all of its songs one by one. Flyte
offers a large database of songs which they
had bought when they had acquired ‘Chakpak’.
Songs at the Flyte store start at Rs. 6, but the
price goes up steeply if you are downloading
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songs from a popular album. So while ‘Sadda Haq’ from Rockstar may cost you 9 bucks,
‘Aahatein’ is priced slightly higher at Rs. 15.
Such discrepancies exist within one album
also, for example, all of Delhi 6’s music is
available for Rs.9 each, ‘Masakalli’ however
is placed at Rs.15.
There is a big difference in the price of albums in CD and in MP3 from the same store
(flipkart), The following is a table comparing
prices of these albums with their CD counter parts

Not only does this aggressive pricing attract Audio CD buyers, it also attracts those who
generally buy pirated music from the local stores which charge them just about the same as
Flyte, so they won’t be loosing their morals and still get the music at the same price or even
cheaper than that. The next set of potential customers, will be the people who used to use
the popular website “Songs.pk” for downloading music but are now left with no-other option but to buy music, since the website has now been banned. Flipkart will also start doing
ads about this new service and that will attract even more users.
Flipkart currently allows the users to download music at a bit rate of either 320Kbps,
128Kbps or 64Kbps (at the same price) and Songs can be downloaded a maximum of 4
times after they are bought and all the songs are DRM Free, which means that they’ll work
with every device.
Apart from the Flyte announcement Flipkart also introduced Flipkart Wallet. Wallet is a prepaid payment ‘instrument’. So, Once you are logged into flipkart you can ‘add money to your
flipkart wallet’ and then start shopping so you don’t need to worry about paying money
every time you order something! This makes it easier to download music instantly and also
works with other purchases.
An interesting thing to note over here is that Flyte is the name of the digital store and not
the MP3 download section, which could mean that sooner or later flipkart is going to enter
into the eBook business also. Let’s hope that too is DRM Free.
So this is what Flipkart’s Flyte is. Whether the service is going to be as successful as its online bookstore cannot be said at the moment, but it sure will convert many people into
actually buying digital content.
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SNEAK PEAK

OS X MOUNTAIN LION
Vidit Bhargava
Recently Apple announced the next version of their OS X lineup, its called Mountain Lion.
Unlike Lion which only made a few minor upgrades, Mountain Lion is a major software update to the OS X Series. The last big update we saw was 5 years ago, when Apple introduced
a Radical new UI with OS X Leopard. Mountain Lion, though with a similar UI has got a lot
of other improvements which are sure to change the way Macs will be used in the future.
Here's a quick-look at some of them.

Messages: The iMessage service which is used for iPhone-iPod-iPad interaction will soon
come to Macs. Making an iPhone-iPod-iPad&Mac interaction easy. iMessage is a messaging
service which can be used between iOS users for free. So you can have long conversations
with your friends for free if they happen to have an iOS device near them. With Messages
the same can now be done using a Mac.
Messages Beta is available for download to OS X Lion Users.
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Notification Centre: Previously Macs were dependent on Growl's open-source Notifications system.
With OS X Mountain Lion Apple has done away with
Growl and come up with an iOS style Notification
Centre which keeps a track of all your notifications
and with a single three-finger swipe towards right,
you can keep a track of all notifications.
Reminders: The New OS X is all about the iOS-ification of the Mac. And another native iOS app makes
its way to the OSX. Reminders, an iCloud based app
is an advanced to-do list app which includes location specific reminders which work on the concept
of a geo-fence and the basic list type reminders.
Reminders, launched with iOS5 was a wonderful app
for iOS, the same coming to the Mac only makes it
more productive.
All the Reminders are iCloud synced, so for example
you create a to-do list on your Mac, you can check
the same list on your iPhone, iPad or iPod Touch also.
Notes: One of the most basic text-editing tools on
iOS is the Notes application. Helpful for quick-drafts,
short-hand writing, and all other stuff that a Notes
book would do. With OS X Mountain Lion, you can
now create notes on your Mac too and they automatically sync via iCloud to be pushed to your other
iOS Devices.
Notes can even be pinned to the desktop, and serve
as quick reminders once you boot-up your Mac.
Game Center: Game Center is a good gaming network for iOS Gamers, with leader-boards, Achievements, Challenges and more. With the Same Coming
to a Mac, Game Center would now mean having
long gaming sessions with friends using iOS or Mac
alike, widening the scope of a large social gaming
network which Game Center would like to be.
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Safari Improvements: With a Unified Search bar and a better sharing options Safari on the
OS X Mountain Lion looks and feels cleaner and much more up-to-date keeping it a notch
closer to competition.
Twitter Integration: Just Like the iOS5 Twitter is deeply integrated to OS X Mountain Lion,
keeping all the Twitter users happy, since sharing Weblinks, Video Clips, Pictures just got
easier!
So that is Mountain Lion. Apple is clearly trying to recreate the iOS experience to Mac users. Though we have heard about all these technologies on iOS devices and have embraced
them whole-heartedly, OS X Mountain Lion uses the same features to make Mac users
more comfortable and the operating system more productive and easier to use. With New
Editions like the Gatekeeper service, Apple is also trying to bring an App Store Downloads
Only! Service to Mac Users. Though such a switch is currently difficult and users have been
given an opportunity to release this barricade but it does seem a good move to heavily protect the Mac from any kind of malware.
Though Mountain Lion doesn't look like a radically new operating system at first glance, but
spend a week or two with it and you'll realize how your life with a computer, just got easier
and much more productive.
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HOWTO

TUTORIALS
DOWNLOADING WINDOWS 8
CONSUMER PREVIEW
1. Paste This URL in your browser:
http://bit.ly/win8dwnld
2. Click on the Download Windows 8 Con
sumer Preview Button
3. The Installer shall be downloaded within
a few minutes and then you can begin your
Windows 8 Consumer Preview Download using the Software Downloaded.
USING THE iPAD SANS HOME BUTTON
1. Unlock your iPad and goto the ‘Settings’
Application.
2. In “General” Settings scroll down to find
“Multi-Touch Gestures” check whether they
are turned on. Turn them On if they aren’t.

6. Press OK. And Wait for Internet Explorer to
Uninstall.
PINNING IMAGES
FROM WEBSITES TO PINTEREST
1. Paste this URL in your Web Browser:
pinterest.com/about/goodies
2. Drag the Pin It button to your Bookmark
and then Save it there.
3. Now while visiting any website, if you
wish to pin an image, you may click the “Pin
it” Button from the Bookmarks Bar and pin
any image from the webpage.
THE RUPEE SYMBOL ON NUMBERS
FOR IPAD
1. in Your Spreadsheet in the Numbers app
for iPad, select the cell , column or row
where you wish to place the Rupee Symbol.

UNINSTALLING INTERNET EXPLORER
FROM WINDOWS
1. Click on the Start Menu Icon, and then Click
2. Now on the Top Right Corner choose the
on Control Panel.
Brush icon, and select the format tab.
2. Click “Uninstall a Program”
3. Tap Currency in the Format Tab and tap
3. Click on “Turn Windows Features on or off” on the blue icon pointing towards right.
from the Side Bar.
4. In the next menu change the currency
from “$ US Dollar” to “Indian Rupee”.
4. In the Dialog Box that Appears, Uncheck
Internet Explorer.
5. Now any value you enter in the selected
5. Windows will give you a warning message. row, column or cell, will have the Rupee
Symbol along with it.
Click Yes to Accept what its saying.
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MVDIT TECH QUIZ

MVDIT TECH QUIZ
Vidit Bhargava
Q1. How do we better know Nokia Codename ‘Sea Ray’ Today?
Q2. This is an electronic payment service as well as the name of a device designed for this
purpose. It allows users to accept payment cards through their mobile phones, either by
swiping the card on the device or by manually entering the details on the phone. Introduced in early 2010 application is currently available for the iPhone, iPod Touch, iPad and
Android-based mobile phones, and is expected to be available for laptops soon.
Q3. X: I have over 4,000 emails, pictures, addresses, SNS
[Friend’s Name]: What? How’d you manage that one?
X: People just submitted it.
X: I don’t know why.
X: They “trust me”
X: Dumb *%%@%.
Who is X?
Q4. Dave Morin is the co-founder of which popular iOS App which was in a security trouble
recently?
Q5. Yang Rongshan is the CEO of a Chinese IT company, which got into a patent dispute
over an Apple Trademark recently. Which IT company am I talking about?
Q6. Arkady Volozh and Arkady Borkovsky in 1990 cofouned Arkadia, a software company.
How do we better know Arkadia today?
Q7. “I got more thrill out of them than I have out of any piece of high tech in years” - This is
Steve Jobs talking about something. What is he talking about?
Q8. Which game based on the GoldSrc Engine was developed by Minh “Gooseman” Le and
Jess Cliffe? An excerpt from the gameplay section of the Wikipedia page of the game reads :
“Spectators are generally able to watch the rest of the round from multiple selectable views,
although some servers disable some of these views to prevent dead players from relaying
information about living players to their teammates through alternative media (most notably voice in the case of Internet cafes and Voice over IP programs such as TeamSpeak or
Ventrilo). This form of cheating is known as “ghosting”.”
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Answers to previous edition:
1. Temple Run
2. Tim Cook, The Horse was
Microsoft
3. Mind Tree
4. Stephen Hawkings
5. Megaupload
6. Apple A5
7. Steve Jobs
8. Lumia
9. Ethernet
10. Pacman Strategy
11. Steve Appleton
12. Jeff Weiner
Q9. He is the CEO of a Famous Indian IT Firm.
Which IT Firm’s CEO is he?

Visit: www.mvdittechbook.com
to check the answers to this
quiz. to know more about Technology and answer more quizzes.
Mail us at :
viditbhargava@mvdittechbook.
com for your valuable feed-back,
questions, suggestions and for
getting your answers published.

Q10. The above is a print ad from which IT firm?
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